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Abstract
We present our ongoing work on language technology-based e-science in the humanities, social sciences and education, with a focus on
text-based research in the historical sciences. An important aspect oflanguage technology is the research infrastructure known by the
acronym BLARK (Basic LAnguage Resource Kit). A BLARK as normally presented in the literature arguably reflects a modern standard
language, which is topic- and genre-neutral, thus abstracting away fromall kinds of language variation. We argue that this notion could
fruitfully be extended along any of the three axes implicit in this characterization (the social, the topical and the temporal), in our case the
temporal axis, towards a diachronic BLARK for Swedish, which can be used to develop e-science tools in support of historical studies.

1. Introduction
Spr̊akbanken (the Swedish Language Bank<http://
spraakbanken.gu.se>), is a research unit at the Univer-
sity of Gothenburg in Sweden. It was established with gov-
ernment funding in 1975 as a national center with a re-
mit to collect, process and store Swedish text corpora (i.e.,
large systematically compiled text collections). It also aims
at making linguistic data extracted from the corpora and
other linguistic resources, such as electronic lexicons and
term lists, as well as the tools developed in-house for the
purposes of linguistic processing of text, available to re-
searchers and to the public.

Spr̊akbanken’s activities have traditionally been aimed
at supporting (Swedish) linguistic research. It can be argued
that our central area of expertise – corpus linguistics – is
among the oldest of the e-sciences, since the coining of the
term “e-science” was still about a half-century in the future
when language scholars began compiling and processing
digital text corpora in the 1950s and 1960s. For method and
tools development, corpus linguistics draws upon a num-
ber of fields, including a number of computer science sub-
disciplines. Nearly from the start, language technology has
played a major role as tool provider for corpus linguistics,
which in turn has contributed to and informed the advance-
ment of language technology research.

Over the last few years, we have become increasingly
interested in the potential of the language technology tools
and language resources that we develop and maintain in
Spr̊akbanken for forming key components in a general e-
science infrastructure for the humanities, social sciences
and education (referred to as SHE below), and not just lin-
guistic research (see section 2). More specifically, we are
experimenting with applying language technology to his-
torical textual sources in collaboration with literary schol-
ars and historians, in the hope that we can in this way pro-
vide useful tools for these scholars’ research. One concrete
outcome of this work so far has been a named entity recog-
nition system for 19th century Swedish literature, briefly
described below in section 3.1.

Currently, we are working on the adaptation and inte-
gration of lexical resources representing different historical
stages of Swedish into a lexical and morphological tool-

box that will allow us to develop semantically oriented text
search applications for historical research on Swedish text.
These activities are described in section 3.2.

There are some natural ways in which these activities
could be extended, (1) to cover more historical stages of the
language, and (2) to provide richer functionality in support
of SHE research. We discuss these in section 4.

The work that we are conducting in Språkbanken also
fits into a larger picture, where the central concerns are with
matters of research infrastructure and reusability of hard-
earned resources. Specifically, in recent years, the concept
of a BLARK (Basic LAnguage Resource Kit) has gained
currency in our community (section 5), and we would like
to propose here that this notion can usefully be extended
both across languages and across time. The latter is our
concern here, and in section 6 we discuss how our work
in Spr̊akbanken could contribute to a diachronic BLARK
for Swedish.

2. Language technology for SHE research
In research in the social sciences, humanities and educa-
tion (SHE), text – and speech, i.e.,language– are central
as both primary and secondary research data sources. In to-
day’s world, the normal mode of access to text, speech, im-
ages and video is in digital form. Modern material is born
digital and older material is being digitized on a vast scale
in cultural heritage and digital library projects.

This continuous increase of data in almost every field
has afforded individual researchers the unique opportunity
of having vast stores of searchable material close at hand.
Along with this opportunity comes an equally unique chal-
lenge: to create the means whereby they can tap this great
potentiality and engage it for the advancement of scientific
understanding. The answer lies in the development of in-
frastructures, methodologies and designs – SHE e-science –
that enable us to explore this immense repository of data in
unprecedented ways, deriving fresh connections and novel
facts.

The research questions are here akin to (very sophisti-
cated and nontrivial)information needs, as this term is un-
derstood in information retrieval research. Just as in infor-
mation retrieval, these information needs can be fulfilled
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only to a very limited extent purely manually, or even with
low-level computational aids such as text search tools or
search engines. For this reason, SHE researchers are turn-
ing to language technology as a way of overcoming this
limitation. The ESFRI CLARIN1 network is a European-
level effort now starting to address this issue.

Consequently, the natural next step after digitization is
the development of powerful tools to search, link, enrich,
and mine the digitized data. Language technology holds
central place in this endeavor, arguably even in the case
of those cultural heritage collections which are primarily
non-textual, since text is the pervasive medium used for
metadata. This is nothing other than (an aspect of) SHE e-
science.

In order to proceed successfully, an e-science research
program requires three essential components:

1. research methodology and tool-developing disciplines
that ideally feature leading-edge computer science,
computer engineering and interaction design units;

2. disciplines that make tangible use of e-science
methodology and tools in close collaboration with the
developing disciplines mentioned above;

3. a viable infrastructure that supports these efforts.

Thus far the relatively new notion of e-science has
been largely associated with the effort to create a sophis-
ticated architecture that would allow for global collabo-
rations among scientists and the sharing of computational
systems, data collections and specialized experimental fa-
cilities. Perhaps the best know among these projects is the
United Kingdom’sGlobus approach to the Grid, described
by its inventors as “[a]n infrastructure that enables flexible,
secure, coordinated resource sharing among dynamic col-
lections of individuals, institutions and resources” (Foster
et al., 2001).

In the SHE disciplines, the general reliance is on tex-
tual data and the primary concern is the development of
methodologies and tools that will enable the researcher to
extract, transform, correlate, mine and visualize this type
of information in productive ways. To effectively deal with
this problem, an SHE e-science must include more than in-
frastructural innovation (the improvement of broad human-
to-human collaboration); it must also include fundamental
research in language technology and interaction design (the
improvement of specialized human-to-text and human-to-
computer interaction).

Referring to the essential components listed above, in
the cases discussed here, (1) is furnished by language tech-
nology and interaction design, (2) are the fields of literature
studies and history (and linguistics). The infrastructural as-
pects of our work (3) will be discussed in sections 5 and 6.

3. Language technology in historical studies
Our research group is involved in several projects aiming at
the development of language technology infrastructural so-
lutions to be used in aid of historical studies, i.e., e-science

1Common Language and Technology Research Infrastructure
funded by the EC through ESFRI – European Strategy Forum
on Research Infrastructures – for the period 2008–2010;<http://
www.clarin.eu>.

for the historical disciplines. Two of these projects are pre-
sented in the following sections.

3.1. NER for 19th century Swedish fiction

Litteraturbanken(the Swedish Literature Bank,<http://
litteraturbanken.se/>) is a national cultural heritage
project financed by the Swedish Academy. It aims at mak-
ing available online the full text of relevant works of
Swedish literature, in critical editions intended to be suit-
able for literary research and for the teaching of literature.
There is also abundant commissioned ancillary material on
its website, such as author presentations, bibliographies,
and thematic essays about authorships, genres or periods,
written by experts in each field.

Similarly to many other literature digitization initia-
tives, most of the works in Litteraturbanken are such for
which copyright has expired (under Swedish law this means
that more than 70 years must have passed since the death of
the author). At present, the bulk of the texts are from the
18th, 19th and early 20th centuries. However, there is also
an agreement with the national organizations representing
authors’ intellectual property rights, allowing the inclusion
of modern works according to a uniform royalty payment
scheme.

Literary onomasticsis a field of inquiry where litera-
ture is seen through the names appearing in literary texts.
Specific topics may comprise studies of the etymology or
symbolism of names, those of how fictional names make
the transition into the real world, or of the use and function
of names and naming in the works of an individual author,
a literary school, genre, or period (Alvarez-Altman and Bu-
relbach, 1987; van Dalen-Oskam and van Zundert, 2004).
Obviously, it is possible to mark up the names appearing
in digital texts manually (Flanders et al., 1998), but this is
a very time-consuming, and consequently costly, endeavor.
Here language technology enters the picture in the form of
named entity recognition technology. The aim of the work
described in this section has been to explore how this tech-
nology could make Litteraturbanken more useful to literary
scholars interested in investigating the use of names in lit-
erature.

Named entity recognition (NER) has numerous appli-
cations in a number of human language technologies. It has
emerged in the context of information extraction (IE) and
text mining (TM), which aim at the automatic retrieval of
particular kinds of information from texts (IE) or the auto-
matic discovery of new facts in texts (TM). In these activ-
ities, the automatic recognition and marking-up of proper
names and some other related kinds of information – par-
ticularly words and phrases referring to human agents, time
and measure expressions – have turned out to be a recurring
basic requirement. At present, NER systems are geared to-
ward a particular language and genre, and are often fine-
tuned to a particular application domain as well. Thus, sys-
tems need to be adapted whenever NER is to be applied
to other languages, genres and/or domains. This adaptation
can be automatized to some extent, but it generally involves
a fair amount of manual work. This is a one-time effort,
however, and having accomplished it, we can then proceed
to mark up unlimited amounts of text at virtually no addi-
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tional cost, as opposed to manual markup, which incurs a
cost more or less proportional to the amount of text pro-
cessed and becomes virtually impossible when the volume
of text grows beyond a certain limit.

Combined with suitable interfaces for displaying,
searching, selecting, correlating and browsing them, we
believe that the automatic recognition and annotation of
named entities in Litteraturbanken can facilitate literary re-
search, and even open new avenues of research. For in-
stance, one notes in perusing the literature in this field
that studies are generally very small-scale (e.g., Alvarez-
Altman and Burelbach 1987). The strength of the computer
lies – here as elsewhere – in its ability to process and corre-
late large amounts of information and to present this infor-
mation in ways that make sense to people. Given the right
kind of input and the right instructions, computers are ca-
pable of producing enlightening bird’s eye views of large
amounts of data, generalizations, as it were, over massive
data sets. Frequency and other empirical quantitative in-
formation on linguistic phenomena obtained from language
corpora have turned out to offer new interesting insights in
linguistics (Ellis, 2002). This could well turn out to be the
case in literary studies as well. We cannot know the answer
for sure, unless we actually attempt to produce such quan-
titative data in a form that makes sense to literary scholars.

We also have reason to believe that historians, for ex-
ample, could find this facility useful, insofar as these fic-
tional narratives also contain descriptions of real locations,
characterizations of contemporary public figures, and so on.
Flanders et al. (1998, p. 285) argue that references to peo-
ple in historical sources are of intrinsic interest since they
may reveal “networks of friendship, enmity, and collabo-
ration; familial relationships; and political alliances [. . . ]
class position, intellectual affiliations, and literary bent of
the author”. Regardless of what we think of literature as a
historical source, it is easy to see that the same kind of ques-
tions could be put by a literary scholar to a work of fiction
in order to explore the fictional world developed therein.
The questions we ask about the real world and the fictional
worlds of literature are often not very different in kind, and
it should be no disadvantage if the tools that we develop for
the one would be immediately applicable also to the other.

The system we use originates from the work conducted
in the Nomen Nescio project (Johannessen et al., 2005;
Kokkinakis, 2004). This is a multipurpose Swedish NER
system, which comprises a number of modules applied se-
quentially in a pipeline fashion. This system, which has
been successfully applied in different domains (Kokkinakis
and Thurin, 2007), was first extended to deal with written
19th-century Swedish language and evaluated on a small
number of novels available in Litteraturbanken, work which
we have reported on elsewhere (Borin et al., 2007). This
evaluation prompted a number of modifications of the NER
system, and a prototype of the modified system is now be-
ing incorporated as a regular feature of Litteraturbanken.
All the hundred-plus books currently available as e-text
in Litteraturbanken have been processed and the resulting
named entity annotations added to the repository. Further,
we have built an experimental name search and browsing
application on top of the regular search interface.

Figure 1 illustrates a search for place names in Lit-
teraturbanken. This can be seen as a generalized concor-
dance function, i.e., it offers concordance lines for (types
of) names, with links into the text locations themselves
where the names appear and can be browsed in the text.
We see the concordances for hits 1021–1040 out of 43,126
place names (one of 8 different NE categories available for
search) automatically located and annotated by the NER
system in the e-texts available in Litteraturbanken.

In the following section we provide a short description
of the necessary adaptations made to our NER system in
order to reach sufficient coverage on 19th century literary
texts.

3.1.1. Adapting the NER system to historical texts
Nineteenth-century Swedish spelling is noticeably different
from today’s orthography. This is because we are seeing
two different standards divided by an intervening spelling
reform, commonly dated to the year 1906, but actually en-
compassing a transition period of some decades around the
turn of the 20th century. Our NER system was originally
based on the modern orthography, and in principle we could
have considered devising a new NER system specifically
for 19th-century Swedish, thus regarding it as a language
system in its own right. Instead, we have opted for ex-
tending the NER system so that it handles both orthogra-
phies – the pre-spelling reform orthography and the mod-
ern spelling – simultaneously, for three reasons. First, as
already mentioned, there was a long transition period in
which we will find texts using both spellings. In fact, the
change was gradual also in the sense that some aspects of
the modern orthography were adopted earlier than others,
so that from our viewpoint we even find a mixture of older
and newer spellings within the same text. Second, the ex-
tension comes with little risk of confusion, as there are few
or no ambiguities introduced by allowing such orthographic
doublets in our NER system, and consequently, its accuracy
will not be compromised. Third, there is intrinsic method-
ological interest in being able to deal with spelling variation
in texts (see section 4.1). The calculation of various metrics
for measuring the amount of difference between two se-
quences of symbols, the so-called edit distance or similar-
ity, between different spelling variants is the basic approach
for dealing with the problem. This allows systems to cope
successfully with the analysis of texts written in different
time periods and even in different genres, than the one a
system has been designed for. Our approach is thus based
on the identification of spelling variants using an ensem-
ble of standard similarity algorithms. After some empiri-
cal experimentation with such metrics, we decided on suit-
able threshold values. New candidate entities that passed
such thresholds were manually inspected for the elimina-
tion of “false friends”. In this way, we have complemented
the NER system lexical component with the addition of a
large number of entity variants.

3.2. Semantic search in 19th century text

Spr̊akbanken is now embarking upon a new SHE e-science
project together with historians at our university and Lit-
teraturbanken, the aim of which is to develop semantic
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Figure 1: Place name search in Litteraturbanken

search tools for investigating the emergence of the modern
consumer society in Sweden using contemporary literary
sources (Ahlberger, 2009).

To this end, we are currently extending and merging two
lexical resources, SALDO and Dalin:

SALDO (Borin, 2005; Borin and Forsberg, 2009; Borin
et al., 2008; Borin and Forsberg, 2008a), or SAL version
2, is a free modern Swedish semantic and morphological
lexicon intended for language technology applications. The
lexicon is available under a Creative Commons Attribute-
Share Alike license and LGPL 3.0.

SALDO started its life asSvenskt associationslexikon
(Lönngren, 1992) – ‘The Swedish Associative Thesaurus’,
a so far relatively unknown Swedish thesaurus with an un-
usual semantic organization, reminiscent of, but different
from that of WordNet (Borin and Forsberg, 2009). SAL has
been published in paper form in two reports, from the Cen-
ter for Computational Linguistics (L̈onngren, 1998), and
the Department of Linguistics (L̈onngren, 1992), both at
Uppsala University. Additionally, the headwords and their
basic semantic characterizations have been available elec-
tronically, in the form of text files, from the very beginning.

The history of SAL has been documented by Lönngren
(Lönngren, 1989) and Borin (Borin, 2005). Initially, text
corpora were used as sources of the vocabulary which went
into SAL, e.g., a Swedish textbook for foreigners and a
corpus of popular-scientific articles. A small encyclopedia
and some other sources provided the large number (over
3000) of proper names found in SAL. Eventually, a list
of the headwords fromSvensk ordbok(SO, 1986) was ac-
quired from the NLP and Lexicology Unit at the Univer-
sity of Gothenburg, and the second paper edition of SAL
(Lönngren, 1992) contained 71,750 entries. At the time

of writing, SALDO contains 76,200 entries, the increased
number being because a number of new words have been
added, but also because a number of entries belong to more
than one part of speech or more than one inflectional pat-
tern.

The central semantic relation of SALDO isassoci-
ation, a “non-classical” lexical-semantic relation (Morris
and Hirst, 2004). SALDO describesall words semanti-
cally, not only the open word classes. By way of illustra-
tion, figure 2 shows the semantic ‘neighbors’ (rendered in
blue/non-bold) in SALDO of the wordtelefon ‘telephone
(noun)’. It is associated i.a. with words likesamtala‘hold a
conversation’,telefonledes‘by phone’, pulsval ‘pulse di-
alling’, ringa ‘call (verb’, mobiltelefon ‘mobile phone’,
the proper nameBell, and many others, as shown in fig-
ure 2 (from<http://spraakbanken.gu.se/ws/saldo-ws/
lid/html/telefon..1>).

We soon realized that in order to be useful in language
technology applications, SAL would have to be provided
at least with part-of-speech and inflectional morphological
information – both entirely absent from SAL in its original
form – and SALDO was created. The morphological com-
ponent of SALDO has been defined using Functional Mor-
phology (FM) (Forsberg and Ranta, 2004; Forsberg, 2007),
a tool that provides a development environment for compu-
tational morphologies. It is a tool with a flexible language
for defining morphological rules together with a platform
for testing, which is used to fend of resource degradation
during development. Furthermore, it has a rich export sys-
tem, targetting around 20 formats, and supports both (com-
pound) analysis and synthesis.

SALDO is, as one of its distribution channels, pub-
lished as web services, updated daily. Web services pro-
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Figure 2: Semantic neighbors (rendered in blue/non-bold) of telefon‘telephone (n)’ in SALDO

vide clean interfaces and instant updates, but are restricted
to small amounts of data because of network latency.
Presently available web services include incremental full-
form lookup, semantic lookup, compound analysis, and an
inflection engine service. See<http://spraakbanken.gu.
se/eng/saldo>.

A. F. Dalin compiled a Swedish dictionary (Dalin, 1853
1855) in the middle of the 19th century reflecting the
Swedish language at that time. Dalin’s dictionary, which
contains approximately 63,000 entries, has been digitized
and published with a web search interface at Språkbanken:
<http://spraakbanken.gu.se/dalin/>.

There is at present no morphological analysis module
for this historical language variety, but one could be de-
veloped fairly quickly on the basis of the modern Swedish
morphology module developed for SALDO (the morphol-
ogy of 19th century and modern Swedish differ in details,
but agree in general structure). This will allow text access
on the level of lexical entries, rather than text words, al-
ready a gain for researchers working with the 19th century
texts in Litteraturbanken. In addition, with a limited amount
of automatic processing and manual work, most entries in
Dalin’s dictionary could be linked to the corresponding en-
tries in SALDO, which would provide access to the seman-
tic thesaurus structure of SALDO, enabling a kind of se-
mantic search, which we believe will be very useful for the
kind of research that we wish to support. This would also
provide access to the texts through the modern spelling, an
additional decided advantage. This work has now been ini-
tiated in Spr̊akbanken.

4. Further plans
Given the work that we have already accomplished or are in
the midst of carrying out, as well as the kinds of resources
and expertise that we can bring to bear on the problem of
language technology support for historical studies, thereare
some lines of research that are more natural than others for
continuing our work.

4.1. A diachronic Swedish lexical resource

In addition to SALDO and Dalin (section 3.2), there is a
third digital historical lexical resource for Swedish avail-
able to us, in this case for the historical stage of the
language known as Old Swedish (1225–1526). There are
three major dictionaries of Old Swedish: Söderwall (1884)
(23,000 entries), S̈oderwall supplement (S̈oderwall, 1953)
(21,000 entries), and Schlyter (1887) (10,000 entries). All
have been digitized by Språkbanken. There is much over-
lap, so that we are actually dealing with less than 25,000
different entries/lemmas/headwords. On the other hand,
compounds – when the parts are written separately – are
not listed as independent entries, but as secondary entries
under the entry of one of the compound members.

We have started the work on creating a morphological
component for Old Swedish (Borin and Forsberg, 2008b),
covering the regular paradigms and created a smaller lexi-
con with a couple of thousand entries.

The natural next step after linking up SALDO and Dalin
would be to add the Old Swedish lexicon to this growing
diachronic Swedish lexical and morphological resource.
Hopefully, we will be able to start on this work within a
year or two. Including the Old Swedish lexicon in the same
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way as we are doing this for Dalin’s dictionary will proba-
bly be more difficult, however, since the distance between
Old Swedish and the other two forms of the language is
fairly great, something like that between modern English
and Anglo-Saxon (Old English). This certainly holds for
the grammar – morphology and syntax – of the language,
and even more so for the semantic information encoded in
the SALDO lexical resource. It will be a difficult but hope-
fully rewarding endeavor to work with the lexical semantics
of Old Swedish.

An additional complication in dealing with older stages
of Swedish deserves mention. Some earlier periods in the
history of the Swedish language are characterized by a
marked lack of orthographic standardization, especially the
Old Swedish period, but this is also largely true of the Mod-
ern Swedish period (from 1526 onwards), before a nation-
wide standard spelling was accomplished in the 19th cen-
tury. In order to deal with pre-standardization textual mate-
rial using modern language technology, we must find viable
methods for dealing with the spelling and other variation
exhibited in these texts (Borin and Forsberg, 2008b), and
in order to reuse existing technology, we need principled
methods for adapting modern language technology tools,
such as part-of-speech tagging, to historical data sources
(Rayson et al., 2007; Pilz et al., 2008). See further section6.

4.2. Tracking entity references in text

Our NER system as described in section 3.1 does not pick
out only proper names of people, but actually attempts to
locate and annotate all human entities in the texts. Infor-
mation about entities gathered in the course of analysis of
the full text of a single literary work by combining entity
mentions facilitates the collection and aggregation of entity
profiles, for instance person profiles of the main characters.
In the same way, identification of place and time expres-
sions allows us to locate the characters in time and space.
Working towards the integration of richer entity descrip-
tions in the form of identifying and attaching meta-labels
to entities in the text will allow more semantically-oriented
exploration of texts by computer. This means that not only
the proper names as such but also pronoun mentions and
other linguistic indicators (Bontcheva et al., 2002) closely
related to an entity such as family mentions (hennes make
‘her husband’) can be identified and integrated into struc-
tured formats that will allow a user exploration of, e.g., so-
cial networks of characters.

4.3. Diachronic grammatical resources

Traditionally, grammar is considered to comprise morphol-
ogy and syntax. The lexical resources that we develop in
Spr̊akbanken come bundled with morphological descrip-
tions and the machinery for performing morphological
analysis on texts, as well as full-form expansion of lexical
entries. In the same way that the analysis and other facili-
ties of SALDO are now available through various web ser-
vices, the whole diachronic lexical resource will be made
available in this way, as each component reaches a mature
enough stage.

More sophisticated text analysis functionality will re-
quire technology for full or partial syntactic analysis, i.e.,

so-called parsers or chunkers. To meet this demand while
still staying within our areas of strength, we are now plan-
ning to initiate work on a Swedish FrameNet (Fillmore et
al., 2002; Borin et al., to appear), building in part on the
SALDO work and in part on our long experience in cor-
pus linguistics. In this way, we should be able to forge a
bridge from the lexical databases which we have already
developed, to syntactic analysis systems. We believe that
by continuing to place the lexical resources at the center of
our work, we will be able to benefit also in the grammatical
domain from the work already carried out on harmonizing
lexical resources for different historical stages of Swedish,
i.e., the hypothesis is that substantial parts of the frame se-
mantic specifications in the modern Swedish FrameNet will
carry over also to the lexical items in Dalin’s dictionary, us-
ing the (semantic) links independently established between
SALDO and Dalin, and possibly further to the Old Swedish
lexical resources (but see section 4.1).

Our competence could be stronger in the area of syn-
tactic analysis systemssensu stricto, as this has not been
a focus of our research. There are other research groups in
Sweden more experienced and better equipped in this re-
gard, and we see a need for collaboration (which is ongo-
ing in any case; see section 5). On the other hand, few other
research groups in Sweden – or anywhere, for that matter
– seem interested in the problem of parsing historical lan-
guage varieties, let alone many such varieties in parallel,
and in this respect, we will hopefully be able to make a
genuine contribution to the field.

5. BLARK – Basic LAnguage Resource Kit
The need for a basic research infrastructure for language
technology – and by implication for language-technology
based SHE e-science – is increasingly recognized by the
language technology research community and research
funding agencies alike. At the core of such an infrastructure
we find the so-called BLARK – Basic LAnguage Resource
Kit. This label is normally used to refer to a core set of
language resources and language technology tools deemed
essential both to fundamental research in language technol-
ogy and to the development of of useful language technol-
ogy applications for a language. The definitions given of a
BLARK vary somewhat, but normally they include at least:

• linguistically annotated text corpora
• speech databases
• tools for basic text and speech processing
• basic lexical resources
• tools for lingustic annotation of text (POS taggers,

chunkers, parsers)
• text-to-speech and speech-to-text systems

An important aspect of the BLARK concept is that all re-
sources and tools be interoperable, i.e., common (lossless)
data exchange formats and tool APIs are necessary fea-
tures of a BLARK. Preferably such formats should adhere
to international standards in the field, e.g. those being pre-
pared by ISO TC37/SC4 (Language Resources Manage-
ment; <http://www.tc37sc4.org>) and to best practices,
such as those being formulated in the framework of the ES-
FRI CLARIN initiative. Spr̊akbanken is active in both ini-
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tiatives.
Creating this infrastructure is beyond the means of a sin-

gle research group or even a university. For example, lan-
guage resources for even a single language are truly large-
scale undertakings. In the Swedish Research Council plan-
ning projectAn infrastructure for Swedish language tech-
nology 2007–2008 (VR dnr 2006-6763), a national con-
sortium consisting of seven partner institutions and coor-
dinated by Gothenburg/Språkbanken estimated the cost for
building a Swedish BLARK and a Swedish national corpus
(SEK) to be on the order of 150 MSEK (about 15 MEUR),
a figure that accords well with similar estimates or actual
costs in other countries.

The survey conducted in connection with the planning
project showed that many of the Swedish BLARK compo-
nents are actually already in existence (Elenius et al., 2008);
in theory, that is: Intellectual property rights restrictions and
lack of interoperability need to be addressed before they
can become generally available in the way understood to
be part and parcel of the BLARK concept.

6. Diabase – towards a diachronic BLARK
The BLARK concept is useful for a number of reasons.
First, it neatly summarizes a considerable amount of prac-
tical experience as well as concerted thinking about what
kind of infrastructural support is needed in our field. Sec-
ond, and this is the issue we will specifically be addressing
here, when we try to see what a BLARK for a historical lan-
guage stage would be like, we are led to reflect upon some
assumptions underlying the BLARK notion itself.

As it is normally conceived of and presented, the
BLARK assumes a modern standard language variety as
the object of description, at least as far as the written lan-
guage part of the BLARK is concerned, which is the part
that we are competent to make judgements about. Part of
the reason for this is certainly historical: The BLARK has
been – and continues to be – informed more than anything
else by language technology work on modern stable written
standard languages.

However, modern linguistics increasingly recognizes
variation as a fundamental and essential characteristic of
human language. In this regard, research problems in the
SHE domain – e.g., the study of history through textual pri-
mary sources – make up ideal interesting and challenging
testbeds, where the robustness and the generality of exist-
ing language technology are subjected to the acid test of
messy and multilingual reality, more so than in many other
application areas, since they have to deal with,inter alia,
historical, non-standardized language varieties in addition
to a number of modern standard languages.

For our purposes here, we may discern three relevant
axes of language variation:

1. by community (languages, dialects, sociolects)
2. by subject, purpose or medium (topics, genres)
3. by time (historical language stages)

The BLARK attempts to abstract away from all three; it
can be thought of as reflecting a modern standard language,
which is topic- and genre-neutral.

In principle, the BLARK idea could be extended along

any of these three axes (or more than one, of course). The
work described above can be seen as the first steps towards
the development ofDiabase, a Swedish BLARK extended
along the diachronic axis. The methodologically interesting
question in this regard is if we can find principled ways of
doing this, and especially of coordinating it with the ongo-
ing work on a (conventional) Swedish BLARK mentioned
in the previous section.

When working together with humanities scholars on de-
vising sophisticated language technology-based e-science
tools in support of historical studies, we have both prac-
tical and theoretical reasons for wishing to reuse as much
as we can of the linguistic and other information painstak-
ingly assembled in the modern Swedish linguistic resources
and language technology tools that we have at our disposal.
Developing linguistic resources and language technology
tools for consecutive historical stages of one language is
similar to solving this problem for closely related different
languages, a problem which is addressed sporadically in the
literature (e.g., Trosterud 2004; Scannell 2006), but which
in our view deserves more attention.

In fact, both problems can be seen as instances of the
more general problem of finding systematic and principled
ways of dealing with language variation in language tech-
nology research and applications. Our chosen problem area
of language technology-based SHE e-science, especially
historical studies, will be one of the best ways of contribut-
ing to the investigation and hopefully eventual solution of
this problem.
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